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ARKAMYS and ImmerVision Deliver True-to-Life Immersive Video and Audio
Experience

Mobile capture and playback of synchronized 360° panomorph video and ARKAMYS 360° sound
achieved with ImmerVision Enables 2.0 for fully immersive first-person perspective content on the go
CES Las Vegas – January 8, 2018: ARKAMYS, pioneer in spatialized audio, has integrated its spatialized sound
recording and playback with ImmerVision Enables 2.0 technology, enabling device and product manufacturers
to offer capture and playback of synchronized 360-degree video and audio for true-to-life immersive
experiences.
ImmerVision panomorph lens design and image processing generates high-resolution super-wide-angle images
without distortion, even with low light. ARKAMYS VR-Capture transforms built-in microphone inputs into
spatialized audio with Ambisonic 360 audio, and VR-Play accurately replays that audio from its source position
in 3D space. ImmerVision Enables 2.0 technology uses Dynamic Markers to deliver data-rich video streams
containing device and user data. This patented technology combines panomorph-enabled camera data and
ARKAMYS sound positioning data to create stabilized, synchronized, stitched, and fused video and audio, for
immersive 360-degree experiences in real-time.
The Acer Holo360 is the first ImmerVision/ARKAMYS enabled product and ships in January 2018. Viewers
watching Holo360 recordings enjoy 360 video and ambisonic audio synchronized to their movement and position
to reproduce the moment exactly as it happened.
Pascale Nini, ImmerVision President and CEO said “With ImmerVision Enables 2.0 augmented streams,
ARKAMYS is adding true immersive sound to high-quality 360° panomorph video for richer stories.”
Philippe Tour, ARKAMYS CEO added “This best-of-breed immersive video and audio solution is ideal for mobile
and automotive applications in which ARKAMYS spatialized audio improves the user experience.”
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